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The third	 annual	 flight	 service	 report	 was	 prepared	 in compliance wi.h	 the
requirements of contract NASI-11668 and covers the flight service experience of 110
graphite-epoxy
	
spoilers	 on	 737	 transport	 aircraft	 and	 related	 ground-based	 I
environmental exposure of * graphite-epoxy material specimens for the period from April
1976 through April
	 1977. Four spoilers have been installed on each of 27 aircraft
representing seven
	 major airlines operating throughout the world. A flight service
evaluation program of at least 5 years is under way. As of April 30, 1977, a total of
766 938 spoiler flight-hours and 1 168 090 spoiler landings had been accumulated by
this fleet.	 Based on	 visual,	 ultrasonic, and destructive testing, there	 has been	 no
evidence of moisture migration into the honeycomb cGre and no core corrosion. Tests of
removed spoilers and of gro- -nd-based exposure specimens after the third year of service
continue to indicate modest changes in composite strength properties.
Ten advanced-design, all-composite spoilers were Introduced into the program beginning
December 18, 1975. All ten were withdrawn from service in August 1976 following an
Adverse experience in which polysulfone skin panels reacted to Skydrol hydraulic fluid.
Redesign of the all-composite spoilers is planned.
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FOREWORD
Thies is the third progress report on the service evaluation of graphite-epoxy flight
spoilers for 737 aircraft. This effort has been conducted as it portion of NASA Contract
n NASI-IlfitiK, "A Study of the Effects of Long-Tern ►
 ground and Flight Environment
Exposure on the Behavior of Graphite-Epoxy Spoilers." The program is structured to
gather and evaluate actual commercial service experience on a large number of
graphite-epoxy specirnens in n wide range of operating environments. Additional annual
reports will be prepared and submitted for the duration of the flight service period,
which is intended to provide at least b -years of flight service.
The program is administered by the Langley Research Center of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. Mr. Richard Pride of the Materials Division is
the technical monitor.
The program is being conducted at the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company by Robert
L. Stoecklin, technical leader, under the direction of J. E. McCarty, program manager.
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7:17 GRAI I I11 E COMPOSITE FLIGHT SIPOILER
FLIGHT SERVICE EVALUATION
Robert L. Stoeckltn
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
PROGRAM SUMMARY AND STATUS
This third annual flight service report is submitted to accordance with the requirements
of con t -act NASI-11668 and covers the service evaluation portion of this NASA contract
for the period of April 1, 1976 through April 30, 1977. Segments of the data contained
herein have appeared in previous documentation (refs. 1 and 2).
A primary objective of this program is to produce 114 graphite-epoxy 737 flight spoilers
for laboratory testing and service evaluation deployment. One spoiler of each of the
three different graphite-epoxy material systems used has been laboratory tested for
stiffness and strength in partial fulfillment of FAA certification requirements. Four
spoilers were initiall y installed on each of 'l7 aircraft representing six major airlines
operating in different environmental circumstances. These units will be monitored
und•-r actual load and environmental conditions for a period of at least 5 years. Selected
units are removed periodically to evaluate any material degradation as a function of
time. Six environmental exposure racks have been fabricated and positioned at major
airport terminals of the participating airlines in various parts of the world to gather
ground-based environmental data to support the ,light data gathered from the spoilers.
An additional objective of this program is the fabrication, certification, and deployment
of 12 advanced-design, all-composite spoilers which are physically interchangeable with,
and call substituted for, the graphite-epoxy spoiler units deployed in the primary
portion of this program. These 11 units are intended to participate in the flight service
program to the maximum extent possible and no removals are scheduled.
All information regarding the fabrication, processing, and developmental testing of the
all-composite spoilers leading to FAA certification has been documented in the
manufacturing and test report prepared for this program (ref 3t. All information
relative to the night service program involvement will be documented %%ithin this
reporting system.
Significant events that have occurred during this period include:
0	 Completion of the third annual inspection of the spoilers in service
•	 Continuation of the spoiler repair program
•	 Continuation of the NDI sampling program and static-testing of spoilers from the
flight service prograrn
-`9
•	 Expansion of the flight service program at Frontier Airlines to a second nin-ra"
•	 11 ► t! ► dr: ► wal of the all-composite sporlvrs from the flight servi c e pregr in
Extension of Laminate moisture absorption stud}
As of April 30. 1977. it of 7669:18 spoiler flight-hours and 1165 1)111) spoiler
landings had been accumulated by the fleet. The high-time spoiler has accumulated
1)'_'111 flight-hours on F'tontier Airlines 7:17 N7386F. "Thirty spoilers have accumulated
III excess of K 000 flight hours since the beginning of the flight service program.
Based on postservice inspections, there is still no evidence of moisture migration into
the honeycomb core and no evidence of core corrosion itself'. A third example of
exfoliation corrosion of aluminum edge members has been discovered. Investigation o1'
this problem points to accidental hreaching of the corrosion-inhibiting system prior to
final bonding in fabrication.
Laboratory testing of spoilers returned 1'rom 3 years of flight service testing shows
varying deterioration rates for the three material systems. Additional testing of' spoilers
fabricated with T300/5209 skins and zero flight service yields a scatter bond for the
strength data. Tests of additional ground-based exposure specimens following :1 years of
exposure are included.
Maintenance damage and related repair activities have been conducted at a modest
level in the past year. Four spoiler panels sustained ground-handling dan ► age which
was repaired by Boeing and the panels returned to service. On l y one additional
actuator-interference problem has been identified.
Deployment of the task 11 all-composite spoilers progressed through installation of five
shipsets itwo panels per aircraft) with five participating airlines by August 1976. In
early August, one operator reported a lower surface delamination during a routine
inspection. Following examination of the delaminated panel, all 10 task II spoilers were
removed as it precautionary measure and returned to Boding. Further use and
deployment of the-se spoilers is under study.
Airline participation interest in the program continues at an enthusiastic level
operator has volunteered the following comments:
/n my (pinion, if these spoilers hail been provided as original eyuiprrrent on our
737's, u se could have reduce(/ our maintenance expenditures constclerabl y . lit
addition, if similar design hail been rncorporaleel on /lit , airlerons, elevators,
rudders, tabs, crud other secondar y cornponcnts, significant maintenance
savings could have been realized.
I uv ►u /el like to encourage you to incorporate the advances demonstrated by your
program in as ninny components as possible or practical. I recognize that file
are far f'r(rr ► your largest buyer of aircraft, but ice heltere our operation subjects
the B-737 to one of the most punishing environments in the world.....	 i
-,WSJ
sl	 .
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FLIGHT SF'RNICE EXP, At I ENCE
SCOPE PROGRAM
Iii. we evaluation program was established to I&Itt' the 7:17 graphite epoxy flight
spode r- Into a commercial service environm e nt containing as many climatic variables
as possible. The mix active participating airlines prevwusly identified (ref. 2) continue to
operate the 27 aircraft originally cnrnnutted to the program Frontier Airlines h, s
conunilted one additional aircraft, giving a new total of 2ti. The current participr'
airlines are:
•	 New Zealand National Airwuys-four shipsetm 1 16 spoilers)
•	 AlOha Airlines-four shipsets 116 spoilers)
•	 Deutsche Lufthansa Airlines-six shipsets (24 sp(jilerm)
•	 PRAInont Airlines-eight shipsets 132 spoilers)
•	 VAS1e Airlines (lirazill-four shipsets 1 16 mpoller..l
•	 Frontier Airlines-two aircraft (6 spoilers)
The geographic scope of the service-evaluation program continues as shown in figure 1
Lufthan+a 0
CJow z,.a1.111(
Nal -M ►al A-wavi
Figure 1. Geographic Deployt?wlit of Current Participating Airlines
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The flight service evaluation program, in operation since July 18, 1973, has achieved an
exceptional level of commercial service exposure of graphite-epoxy structural aircraft
components, in the form of the 737 flight spoiler. The program has generated over
three-quarters of a million flight hours of service in its 3.K years operation and is
adding flight experience at the rate of nearly 20 00(t hours per c*..o,,tn.
The total flight experience to April 30, 1977 is detailed in table 1, with the breakdown
hY the spoiler serial number. Remstallations are treated as a separate line item to this
sunernar y . Note that each of the graphite-epoxy material systems is designated by a
separate block of serial numbers:
Union l • .erhide T30O ; 2 44• 0001 to 0038
N:ermco T300 5209:	 004  to 0078
•	 Hercules AS :3501:
	
00t•tl to 01 IS
'fable 2 summarizes the same data by airline. VASP and Frontier data include only
flight experience since acquisition of their respective aircraft from PSA
'rhe flight experience of series 0:304) all-cornponite spoilers has been compiled in table 3.
No series 0300 spoilers are currently in service.
SPOILER REMOVALS
The spoiler removals discussed in the first and second annual reports (refs. 1 and 2)
have declined significantly in this reporting period. 'There has been only one additional
rod-end blister problem reported. Four additional spoiler panels have been returned for
maintenance-related damage and one unit was returned for exfoliation corrosion. 'rhe
spoiler returned as surplus (ref. 2) has been returned to (light service status. A
breakdown of the reasons for removal currently shows:
•	 2 .1 144'; I returned for rod-end blister problem
14 134'4 ► returned for scheduled evaluation/test
•	 9 ( 18' 1 ,  t returned for maintenance damage
F_
'rahle 4 lists each of the recorded removals and the disposition associated with
the removal.
rfb/d 1.	 Spudw Set vi( e-Evithi,iriot? Pr
Spollel Hours Landing
Sellal at st I'm lent Culli -111 Noi Net
nurvibel All 11111'' 1 InstdIlaion Instdl is I i c 'A is 141111LI)gs I out S IanC11111 %
0001 k PI 6 681 3 056 13 119 14 123 1 438 11061 
0002 Test --
0003 PSA 8 095 12 842 1018 14 379 923 1 531
0003 VASP 9 01 H 14 319 15 991 22 045 6 979 7 666
W04 PSA 8 161 12 965 9 018 14 3 751 857 1 414
0004 VASP 9 018 14 379 159997 22 04.5 6 979 7 666
0005 PSA 8 09b 12 842 9 018 14 3711 923 1 537
W05 VASP 9 018 14 379 15 991 22 045 6 979 1 666
0006 PSA 8 161 12 965 9 018 14 379 857 1 414
0006 VASP 9 018 14 379 15 997 22 045 6 979 7 666
0007 NZ 10 861 15 053 18 723 2556/ 7 862 10 514
0008 N/ 10 861 15 053 18 723 25 561 7 862 10 514
0009 N Z 10 861 1 5 053 16 14_7 22 112 5 286 7 059
0010 NZ 10 861
_
18 723 25 567 7 862 10 51415053
0011 L H 11 274 15 681 19 551 25 989 8 211 10 308
0012 1	 11 1 1 274 15 681 14 694 19 964 3 42G 4 283
1,0012 L 15 148 20 528 15 793 21 324 64b 796
t '0012 L 15 94G 21 518 19 551 25 989 3 61 1 4 411
0013 L	 11 11 Y74 15 681 19 551 25 989 8 277 10 308
0014 Of 11 274 15 681 13 329 18 216 2055 2 535
001 1,
 PSA 8 G51 13 711 9399 14 936 148 1 225
0015 I	 VASP 9 399 14 936 11 689 17 594 2 290 2 658
l '0015 VASP 13 411 19 607 16 442 22 929 3 031 3 322
0016 PSA 8 651 13 Ill 9 399 14 076 748 1 225
0016 VASP 9 399 14 936 16 442 22 929 7 043 7 993
0017 PSA 8 651 13 711 9 399 14 93G 748 1 225
0017 VASP 9 399 14 936 12 432 18 474 3 083 3 538
1i001 7 VASP 13 41 1 19 607 16 442 22 9251 3 031 3 322
W 18 PSA 8 651 13 711 9 399 14 936 748 1 225
0018 VASP 9 399 14 936 11 689 1759-1 2 290 2 658
110018 VASP 13 411 19 607 16 442 22 9251 3 031 3 322
0019
—-LH
11 200 14884 19 244 24 955 8_044 1 0 071
0020 L 11 200 ^14 884 19 244 24 955 8 044 10071
0021 LH 11 200 14 884 14 653 19 211 3 453 4 327
110021 L-H 15 425 20 178 19 244 24 955 3 819 4 111
0022 1 11 200 14 884 19 244 24 95b 8 044 10 071
0023 Aloha 9207 24 932 16 148 43 851 6 941 18 919
0024 Aloha 9207 24 932 10 974 29 694 1 761 4 762
110024 Aloha 12 071 32 691 16 148 43 851 4 077 11	 160
W25 Aloha 9 207 24 932 12 964 35 165 3 757 10 233
0026 Aloha 9207 24 932 12 071 32 691 2 864 7 759
1 '0026 Aloha 8287 14 823 10 395 20 494 2 108 5 671
0027 PI 12 329 20 204 20 215 32 262 7 946 12 058
0028 PI 13 747 22 449 16 387 26 396 2 640 3 94 7
110028 PI 17 201 27 670 21 920 34 135 4 719 1 065
0029 PI 12 329	 1 20 204 20 275 32 262 7 946 12 058
Sec footrtnteS at erul of tdblc
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Table 1. Cotmi jed
1 u i Hours Landings
at at Current Current Not Net
run,l„ A,riun,d installation Installation hours landings hours 1,111 (11
0030 Pf 13 141 22 449 21 9"0 34 735 8 173 12 286
(1031 PI 13 747 22 449 21	 ,	 ) 34 7 ?5 8 113 12 286
0U32 PI 12 329 20 204 14 w 1 1 23 348 2 082 3 144
110032 PI 15 259 24 624 20 276 32 262 5 016 7 638
0033 PI 13 747 22 449 21 920 34 735 8 173 12 286
0034H P1 12 329 20 204 20 215 32 262 /946 12 058
0035 PI 5 681 3 056 161'1 5 964 1 992 2 908
110035 PI 8 542 7 300 13 119 4 123 4 511 6 823
0036 PI 5 681 3 056 7 663 5 945 1 982 7 889
110036 PI 8 542 1 300 13 1 V) 14 123 4 571 6 823
003/ PI 5 681 3 056 13 119 14 123 7 438 11 067
0038 Aloha 11 340 30 745 16 018 43 699 4 678 12 954
Subtotal 261 188 186 759
0041 rust
(X)42 PSA 5 003 8 092 9 600 16 525 4 597 8 433
0)42 F L 9 600 16 525 14 212 21 539 4 612 5 014
0043 PSA 4 993 8 068 9 600 16 525 4 607 8 451
0043 F L 9 600 16 525 14 212 21 539 4 612 5 014
0044 PSA 5 003 8 092 9 600 16 525 4 597 8 433
OU44 F L 9 600 16 525 13 201 20 370 3 601 3 845
0045 PSA 4 992 I	 9 068 6 896 11 280 1 902 3 212
0045 F L 10 064 16 998 14 212 21 539 4 148 4 541
0)46 Aloha 6 44 7 9 087 12 143 24 173 5 696 15 086
0047 Aloha 6 447 9 087 10 256 19 089 3 809 10 002
b0041 F 1 14 128 16 350 16 96 / 18 862 2 239 2 512
0048 Aloha 6 44 7 9 081 9 103 16 022 2 656 6 935
110048 Aloha 8 287 14 823 11 005 22 141 2 718 7 318
0049 Aloha 6 44 7 `' 087 12 050 23 91 1 5 603 14 824
7 2280050 NZ 10 539 14 075 15 771 21 303 5 232
0051 NZ 10 539 14 075 18 417 24 825 7 873 10 750
0052 N Z 10 539 14 075 14 05 / 18 964 3 518 4 889
( '0052 N.'- 14 107 19 835 18 412 24 825 3 705 4 990
0)53 NZ 10 539 14 075 13 138 17 747 2 599 2 672
(X)54 L1.1 11	 152 15 328 17891) 23 824 6 747 8 946
0055 LH 11	 152 15 328 19 341 25 544 8 189 10 216
0)56 L.H 11	 152 15 328 19341 25 544 8 189 10 216
0057 LH 11	 152 15 328 15 633 20 991 4 481 5 669
OU58 PSA 84/6 13 644 9 407 15 241 926 1 597
0058 VASP 9 402 15 241 16 222 22 794 6 820 7 553
0059 PSA 8476 13 644 9 402 15 241 926 1 597
0059 VASP 9 402 15 241 10 900 17 164 1 498 1 923
0059 VASP 13 181 19 621 16 222 22 794 3 041 3 173
PSA
--j
0060 8 476 13 644 1 5
0060
9402 15 241 928
VAS° 9402 15 241 14 715 21 102 5313 5
Sr1e footnotes at Cn(I of tahlC.
ORIM"NAU PAGE W
t1p , Pcx ►R OUAI,PI'Y,
T,ehlet 1. - Continued
Settnlei 13 l anuuigs _
serial a1 Current Current Net Net
dumber A,IIiiw" nistali nstalIa1	 ni hours landings hours landinq.,
0061 PSA 8476 13 644 9 402 15 241 926 1 597
0061 VASE' 9 402 15 241 16 222 22 794 6 821) 7 553
00b2 LH 111 450 15 759 19 462 25 797 8 012 10 033
0063 LH 11 450 15750 19 462 25 192 !	 8 012 10 033
0064 LH 11 450 15 759 19 462 25 792 8 017 10 033
0065 l H 11 450 15 750 19 462 25 192 81.112 10 033
0066 N1 10 /a/ 14 648 14 184 19 120 3 :391 4 412
1100t)6 NZ 14 602 19 678 18 514 25 213 3972 5 535
006! NZ 10 781 14 648 18 514 25 213 7 78, 10 565
0068 NZ. 10 181 14 648 18 514 25 213 7 781 10 565
0069 NZ 10 18/ 14 648 18 b74 25 213 7 181 10 50060069 NZ 10 781 14 648 18 574 25 213 7 /H/ 10 565
0070 PI 13 908 ?? 649 22 080 35 141 8 112 12 492
0071 PI 13 908 .12649 22 080 35 141 8 172 12 492
C072 PI 13 908 22 649 22 080 35 141 8 172 12 492
0073 PI 15 070 24 630 22 221 36 351 7 151 10 721
0074 PI 13 908 22 (' ' 19 600 31 548 5 69.) 8 899
0074 f l 14 128 1 6 .	 • 16 96 / i C 862 2 239 2 512
0015 PI 15 010 24 630 27 ?21 35 351 7 151 10 121
0016 PI 15 070 24 630 22 221 35 351 7 1 b 1 10 721
0071 PI 15 010 24 630 22 221 35 351 7 151 10 121
0078 Alolw 9 343 25410 11 340 30 128 1 991 5318
b0078 Aloha 9 103 16 022 12 143 24 173 3 040 8 151
Subtotal 261 992 389 271
0081 Test
0082 LN 11 560 16 9ti2 19 723 29 524 8 163 12 562
0083 1 H 11 560 16 X362 15 286 22 013 3 12b 5 051
b0083 L H 16 901 26 080 19 723 29 524 2 822 3 444
0084 LH 11 560 16 962 15 286 22 013 3 72C) 5 051
"0084 LH 16 516 .15672 19 123 29 524 3 147 3 852
0085 L H 11 560 16 962 15 896 23 901 4 336 6 939
I '0085 L H 16 901 26 080 19 123 29 524 2 822 3 444
008(l NZ 5 581 13 565 13 365 19 104 1 118 10 539
0087 NZ 5 58 / 8 565 9 516 13 197 3 929 5 232
1)0087 NZ 1064/ 15 393 13 365 19 104 2 718 3 711
0088 IN Z 5 581 8 565 9 516 13 19/ :3 929 5 232
1)0088 N: 1C 641 15 393 17 556 18 020 1 909 2 677
0089 NZ 558/ 8 565 1 272 10 794 1 685 2 229
"0089 NZ 8 771 12 820 12 556 18 020 3 785 5200
0090 Aloha 5 623 1992 6 788 10 931 1	 16L 2 945
t '0090 Aloh., 11 344 50 128 16 018 43 699 4 674 12 971
0091 Aloha 5 623 7 992 8 287 14823 2 664 6 831
b0091 Aloha 12 964 35 165 16 148 43 851 3 184 8 686
0092 Aloha 5 623 7992 11 005 22 141 5382 14 M9
See footnutes at end of table.
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Tiblr, 1. -- Conclude/
8
Spoilt-,
wid ,
numhe• Air lnn"'
Hol,rs
at
inttallatiuii
.11011 rn1
at
nttall,tu,ii
009, PI 13879 22839
130093 PI 17 333 28 122
009. 1 PI 13 819 22 839
1i00g 1 PI 17 333 28 122
000', PI 13 879 22 839
0090 PI 13 819 22 839
0091
0098 AI„h., 9 244 25 150
009 1 P I 10 290 15 517
0100 PI 12 641 20 584
0101 PI 10290 16511
0107 111 10 290 15 517
0103 111 12 641 20 584
0101, Aloh•i 9 244 25 150
01U'., Aloha 9 244 25 150ho  Or., Aloha 6 9163 11 247
0100 Aloha 5 623 1992
M 0/ Aloha 9 244 25 150
010h PSA 8 621 13 711
0108 VASP 9 568 15 160
0101.1 PSA 8 621 13 711
0110 1 1 VASP 9 568 1 5 1 6U
M110 PSA 8261 13711
O1 to VASP 9 568 15 160
O1 1 I PSA 8 621 13 711
0111 VASP 9 568 15 160
1301 1 1 VASP 13 369 19 641
011" , LH 1! 581 163011
' ,oil, , Ili 16 309 21 974
0113 LH 11 587 16 011
0114 I H 11 (187 16 01 1
1 )011 , 1 LH 15 179 20 569
01 1!r LH 11 587 16 011
01 Ili PI 10 290 15 517
01 1 / 111 12 641 70 584
0118 PI 12 64 1 20 584
1301 1l, PI 19 709 31 351
Current Current Net Net
hour landings hour. landing!,
1fi 461 26 159 2 587 3 920
21 797 34 851 4 464 6 729
16 461 26 759 2 587 3 920
22 039 35211 4 706 7 095
22 039 35.
	 1 8 160 12 318
22 039 3521/ H 160 12378
16 018 43 699 6 114 18 549
18 724 28 324 8 434 1 2 807
20 652 32 721 8011 12 137
18 174 2H 324 H 434 12 807
18 174 28324 8 434 12 807
20 652 32 721 8 01 1 12 137
11 340 30 146 2096 5 595
9 343 25 410 99 260
9 787 14 823 1 371 3 576
11 005 22 141 5 3137 14 149
16018 43699 6714 18549
9 568 15 160 941 1 449
15 342 21 720 5 114 V 6Ei(i
9 568 15 160 941 1 449
12 174_ 18 31:3 3 1b
9 568 15 1630 947 1 449
16 464 23 OOr) 681% /846
9 568 15 160 947 1 449
12 114 18 31:3 2 606 3 153
16 464 73 000 3 095 3 359
15 179 20 50 3 597 4 558
19 433 25 840 3 124 3 872
19 433 25 846 7 846 9 835
14 601 19 849 3 014 3 838
19 433 25 846 4 254 5 277
19 433 25841, 7 846 9 835
18 529 28 OWU 8 739 12 493
20657 32 121 8 01 1 12 137
18 147 29 067 5 506 8 418
20 652 32 721 943 1 370
SUI)h-1,11 243 lEiH 392064
Grant) Total 166 938 11,168,090' PI Piedmont AirlinesVASP V1aCdo Amen Sao Paolo Airlines, Brazil
NZ New Zealand National A,r ivs
LH Lufthansa German Airlines
FL Frontier Airlines
bRelnstallation
T.ohle 1
	 Flight spodw service experience ITlhrrruyh April 30, 19771
Aidme
Number of
aircraft in
evaluatlon
Nurnher ,,,
spcnlers in
evaluatrull
lutal syurlr"
hours since
installation
Tutal ►puller
tarKlurys wit t.
nstallatron
PS A 0 0 29 141 51 521
Alul,e 4 16 r 1,216 245 352
Now lealanrt 4 16 108 262 146 602
Lutthansa 6 24 115 lt;1 224 305
Purdnu,nl 8 32 24430/ 169 255
VASP 4 16 !Ifi
	 13-1 101617
i r usher ? 6 11 451 23 438
Totals ?H 110 766 93H 1 168 090
Current tutal is 92 spurlars, with 18 spullers elther inactive ut 101fed
T,rhlN 1 - Spoder Service Evahnitioti Prngrwri (All Composite, Pol ysullorre)
Spor
set 1.41
number Aidin,
Hours
at
u,til.11Lrt on
Landnuls
at
'r,lallal I,m
t,ui,eol
hours,
Current
landuul%'
Net
hour ,
NA!I
tandin
0306 Aluh,r 13',12 it, 811 14 843 40 236 1	 211 3 426
11307 Aluho 10 256 19 08" 11	 165 21 498 909 7 409
0308 PI 19 600 31 5411 ?0 540 32 962 940 1 414
0309 - -- -
0310 NI 16 313 22 041 17 071 23 044 158 497
0311 NZ Ifi 313 ?! 041 1 1 000 22 9!i i 687 (101
03128
0313 LH 17 134 22 87) 1 / 899 23 824 765 IJ4 r
0314 L H 17,265 23 192 18 110 24 246 845 1 054
0315 PI 18 147 29 062 'I1 241 30 677 ' 094 1 6P
0316 FL 14 764 16 390 15 07H 117500 314 1	 110
0311 F L 14 764 16 390 i 5 0 78 11500 31 4 1	 110
Totals 1 H97 14 98All 0300 series spoilers currently mactroe
^l ,1'CY
Table 4. - Flight Spoiler Rer ►rovdl Surrlmdry' (As of April 30, 1917)
selial l`r"uniber
num
Airhnn
NZ
Date
•emove^.i
24-76
Heason for
removal
Spar corrosion
Action
taken
Analyze only
Final
disposition
0009 Await disp
0012 Lufthdns.i 3-4 75 Upper skin blister NDT & repair Reinstalled
0014 l ulth,ins,, 7 29 74 1 yr evaluatiun NDT & rej)dII Static test
U015 VASP 5 13 . 75 Upper skin blister NDT & iepair Heinstdlled
0017 VASP 9 21 . 75 2-yr evaluation NDT Reinstalled
0018 VASP 5 13 . 75 Upper skin blister NDT & repe , Reinstalled
0021 Lulthanti.r 329.75 Upper skin blister NDT & repaii Reinstalled
0024 Aloha 7.11.74 Upper skin blister NDT & repaii Reinstalled
0025 Aloha 9.18 75 2 yr evdluation NDT Static test
0026 Aloha 2 25 75 Upper skin blister NDT & repair Reinstalled
0026 Alohd 11	 11	 16 Y. evaluation NDT Static test
0028 Piedmont 224 15 1•yr evdluation NDT Reinstalled
0032 Piedmont 1.2875 Upper Skin blister NDT & repair Reinstalled
0035 Piedmont 4 18 7: Upper skin blister NDT & iepan Reinstalled
0036 Piedmont 4-16 75 Upper skin blister NDT & iepia Reinstalled
0045 PSA!Frontier 7.14-74 1-yr evaluation NDT Reinstalled
0047 '11oha 1-7-76 Replaced by Task II NDT Await reinst
0048 Aloha 2-25-1b Upper skin blister NDT & rcl,d:i Reinstalled
0050 NZ 1-2876 Spar corrosion Andlyre only Scrapped
0052 NZ 2.27 75 Upper skin blistei NDT & iepa,i Reinstalled
OOS3 NZ 9-24.74 t yr evaluation NDT Static test
0054 Lufthan• 11.11.76 3-yr c	 .ration NDT Static test
0057 l ufthan,,, 9 7 . 75 2-yr evaluation NDT Static: test
:1059 VASP 1.1475 Upper skin blister NDT & it , pat Reinstalled
0060 "ASP 9-2.76 3-yr evaluation NDT Reinstalled
0066 NZ 227 75 Upper skin blister NOT & eul,a Reinstalled
0014 Pied,rimit 4 27 16 2 yi evaluation NDT Reinstalled
0018 Aloha 10-24 14 Upper skin blister NDT & repair Reinstalled
0083 Lufthan• 5-17-75 Maintenance damage NDT & repau Reinstalled
OOb4 Lufthansa 5.17-75 Upper skin blister NDT & repaii Reinstalled
0085 Lufthansa 94 75 2 yr evaluation NDT Reinstalled
0087 NZ 6 11	 75 Upper skin blister NDT & iepair Reinstalled
0088 NZ 6 11 . 75 Upper skin blister NDT & repair Reinstalled
0089 NZ 621 74 Maintenance damage NDT & repair Reinstalled
0090 Al ,ha 5 2 74 Upper skin blister NDT & iepa i Reinstalled
0091 'Votia F 16 75 Upper skin blister NDT & repaii Reinstalled
0093 !!Mont 4-;-75 Upper skin blister NDT & repaii Reinstalled
0094 Piedmont 4 1-75 1-yr evaluation NDT Reinstalled
0 1.04 1loha 1025.74 l yr evaluation NDT static test
OIOb I	 !kloha 10 17 73 Upper skin blister NDT & repaii Reinstalled
0105 !	 Aluha 5 r6 75 2nd upper skin blister NDT & repaii Scrapped
0109 I VASP / 29-75 2-yr evaluation NDT Static test
0111 JASP / 29 75 Up;;er skin blister NDT & ivp,ni Reinstalled
0112 Lufthansa 620-75 Maintenance damage NDT & w1wir Reinstalled
0114 Luithansa 39.75 Upper skin blister NDT & repaii Reinstalled
6115 Lufthansa 11-9-76 3-yr evaluation NDT Reinstalled
0116 Piedmont 4 4 . 77 3-yr evaluation NDT `-.static test
0118 Piedmont 5 18 76 Replaced by Task II 1 NDT Re'nstallwi
'Current unscheduled rernovals in Table 8
(RIGINA1. P ^^^ ►; is
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STATIC TEST ItESULTS
;hiring this reporting period, a total w x spoilers were removed from the flight service
progrant for evaluation and test. Fi g,
 •,I' these spoilers were removed to satisfy the
third-year removal requirement and one spoiler was removed to complete the two-year
rr•rr ►uval rl-qutrenient. The sixth three-year spoiler is scheduled for removal in
May 1977. All removed spoilers were reinspected using the NUI color C-scan and the
results compared to the seta ► records made at the time of original fabrication. No
detectable differences were noted in this comparison. The second-year spoiler was
returned to the flight service program. 'Three of the third-year spoilers 1S^N 0026, 005.1,
and 1111fi l were then selected to be • destrc:t► vely tested to measure residual static
strength following the specified calendar period of exposure. Table 5 contains the data
relative to the third - year removals Table 6 is repeated from reference 2 to complete the
two- ,year data.
Table 5. -- Static Test Results /Thir(l Year)
Static test results
St ir, l,a Failure
%change °6 changeserial NDI load re in Flight
number Anline results %DLI strength stiffness Vice hours
W261 11 Aloh,, Clem 230 61S, 4% 31 mo. 4912
4 day',
0021(- 11 I'I Removal Not scheduled
in prose•:•• for test
tWA( 2) 1 H Cleat 2181, 25 "4, 13 36 6747
0 clay
0060121 VP Clem — -` —	 Not tc, 36 mop 6239
26 day-,
W Ib( 3) LH Cleat
_
Not tested 35 m(r, 6135
26 day,,
01 161-3) 1 'i Cleat 2479r, 2 W. 36 mos 8239
14 rfayti
Oe
12
Table 6. — St,itic Tryst Reseilts (Se coma Year)
SLrh,	 test results
Slr„iler ^d.
hdn,), I%chdnyeScridl NDI 1w.I time in Flight
number A rlrn- result% ''E, Dt I Strength Strength Service hours
0011( 1) VP Clear Not tested 25 r11ol, iIt30
19 clay%
0025( 11 Ai,dr, Cle,u 260 0'Vo 24 run
0 clay%
W511 ? 1 1	 11 ('liar 2fi ' 1	 1 r, 24 nun 11R 1
1 day
00141 21 h Cle,n 'dot teved 25 rno •, x4192
73 day,,
0085( 31 l H Gear 1401 tester) A mo% •1336
22 clay%
0109131 VP Clc,u 237% ?10 1111/0 22n ► os 1553
29 rids ,
A plot of the residual static strength data accumulated to date appears In figure 2, and
Is plotted its a function of time. This data not only continues to point out the scatter in
the strength data being collected, but begins to show an identifiable trend relative to
both the )fill" F curing system and the 350" F curing systems. As shown in figure 2, both
35W F systems are maintaining a relative stability in residual strength as contrasted to
I he 250" h system.
To assist in better understanding the magnitude of data scatter, additional static tests
have been performed on 15 spoiler panels 11' N 65 -76327-1, 73011/5209 material system).
The purpose of this test series was to establish a range of variation of panel strengths
resulting f'ron ►
 variations in manufacturing quality. All 15 spoilers had zero sevice
exposure and all 15 were fabricated in one production batch. All tests were conducted in
the stunt- test fixture and to the same test conditions. The test load is the single
resultant load of the applied design airlaad pressure, with design limit load equal to
3 7S7 lbs. All test data i s shown in table 7.
Mean failure load	 152 405 10 160 Ih,
1 15 specimens)
	
15
Mean failure load	 163 344 = 10 209 t. ^.
( 15 specimens	 16
plus certification test)
Strength ratio (maxi	 10 444	 1.072
10 '209
s	
K709
trength ratio (min)
	 1O 709	 0.1353
^ ^^Vr• 15
0 F^ P Jo^' (NilU
1,:I
S(7attel I)enrt
4
" s
The scatter band represented by these valued is displayed graphically on figure-2 .
Consideration of this scatter contributes to the previous observation that the :3511' F
curing systems are maintaining relatively stable residual strength
10
08
0
A
06
N
A
0.4
°C	 O T30012544
C1T300/5209
0.2 -
A AS. 3501
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
0	 1	 2	 3	 4
Calendar years
Figure 2, -- Residual Strength Auer Exposure
Table 7. Additiom,; Zero Time Spoiler Static Tests
Test
number
Specimen
serial number
Failure
load, Ib
1 219 9 946
2 222 9 543
3 211 10 421
4 216 10 848
5 225 10 736
6 220 8 709
7 204 10 153
8 203 10 296
9 208 10 404
10 210 10 304
11 224 10 400
12 214 10 813
13 213 10 408
14 201 10 549
15 217 8 875
13
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CORROSION
The continuing concern for evidence (it' galvanic corrosion on the spoiler panels has
indicated the desirability of Jiff • ► •entiattng between the areas of potential common.
EXTERNAL
Twelve additional examples of corrosion of the -23 lower surface external doubler were
reported from the annual spoiler examination activity. The corrosion on these doublers
appears to he typical of incomplete surface protection rather than of electrochemical
origin. None of' theme cases approached the severity of' the example sb(mn to reference 1,
page la. All twelve cases were refurbished by the operators and remained in service.
INTF;ItNA1,
Detection of internal corrosion on bonded assemblies has been exceptionally difficult,
primarily due to lack of reliable nondestructive techniques. Principal reliance has been
on visual observation of such phenome.:a as cracking or hli ;tering.
No additional examples of exfoliation corrosion were reported from the completed fleet
survey (ref. 'l, p. I I ). One additional case of exfoliation corrosion in the aluminum
17075-T6) spar element tfig.:1) was observed during the recent annual spoiler
examination activity. This spoiler, ` N 0049 and operated by Aloha, was removed and
returned to Boeing for examination. This spoiler has been committed to the repair cycle
for refurbishment.
; ri,
or
7
Figure 3. — Exfoliatio» Corrosion it) Spar of SIN 0049
'^IGI^AL PAt;I', ^
►^
14 ^1F 
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The examination technique for honeycomb core corrosion has been expanded to
encompass all units that are tested in ► he static test laboratory. Each spinier assembl y
is completely sectioned to enable visual observation of both bond lines in virtually all
portions of the panel. Figure 4 shows a typica! example of the degree oP dissection
achieved. A v)tai of five static test spoilers (S/N 0057 and 0109 from the second year
testing and 5/N 0026, 0054, and 0116 from the third year testing) have been sectioned
in this manner. Not only has there been it complete absence of corrosion in the
honeycomb, but the physical appearance of both the honeycomb and the cured FA9628
adhesive compares favorably with newly manufactured assemblies
Fiqure 4. — Dissectron of S/N 0054 for Corrosion Inspection
P 
AGF, 15
Fol
C^1^ZGr, It ^^ ^U1TY
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M()ISTI ! V E ABSORPTION
Initial efforts it moisture absorption measurement in this program involved gross
spoiler panel "eight measurements. from which differential weights were calculated.
ilowe%er, since the composite skins contribute approximately one-quarter e ► f' the entire
panel weight, and the weight differences were necessarily quite small, the weight
changes in these small quantiiies were virtually undetectable. In addition, changes in
other quantities, such as paint erosion, dirt and grease accumulation, and fluid
absorption in the seals contributed to erroneous conclusions in the weight calculations.
(hiring the past year, a new and significantly more reliable system of moisture
absorption measurement was devised. Since there exists within Boeing no suitable
nondestructive technique for determining moisture content in laminates, the revised
approach cure-samples all spoiler panels scheduled for destructive testing. These
samples are rem, ved from environmentally exposed spoiler panels at locations near the
trailing edge r.w figure 51. This procedure maximizes the percentage of composite
weight in the sample (approximately 6514
 composite by weight 1 while avoiding
interference with the structural testing process arid results.
Figure 5. — Core Sampling of Environmentally Exposerl Panels
The core tramples (three per spoiler) are subjected to a 25-day drying environment at
1((11" H. The samples are weighed at discreet intervals in order to construct the
weight-loss curve, an example of which is shown in figure 6. Actual weights of EA962S
adhesive and calculated weights of aluminum core are included in the final values, The
final delta weights include moisture absorbed by the laminates and by the two layers of
m1hesive. Separation of the moisture content in each medium remains to be
eccompl ished.
Two spoiler panels IS%N 0026 and SiN 00541 have been core-sampled prior to static test.
The results of drying these samples are given in figure 6. Correlation of the effect of
moisture absorption on the residual strength of the spoiler panels remains to be
accomplished.
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SERVICE PROBLEMS/REPAIRS
The current reporting period has seen a significant reduction in service-related
problems. As previously noted in the spoiler removal section, only six spoiler panels
experienced unscheduled removals during this period. A summary of these removals is
shown in table K.
The one instance of the upper surface hh,ter problem tS N 111143) occurred as a result of
inadvertent reinstallation of the larger actuator rod-end (ref. 1, p. 11) which was
previously identified as they cause of this type of problem. Immediate corrective action
was taken b y
 the airline.
• The additional instance of spar corrosion was a less severe example of the problem
shown in figure 2 of reference 2. The spoiler panel is presently being repaired following
examination and analysis (if ' the problem.
The three cases of maintenance damage are illustrative of the ewer-present risks
associated with maintenance operations. Each instance of maintenance damage occurred
inside the maintenance hanger area and was a result of activity involving aircraft
components to the vicinity of the spoilers themselves. Two incidents resulted in damage
to the trailing edge tfigs. 7 and H) and one panel received handling damage to the
leading edge spar )fig 11). The rate of maint.-Rance damage approximates that of the
previous pear of operat)fIn.
T,►hh 8. Unsrherlided Flight Spoiler Removals
Spo llel
serial
number Airline
Date
removed
Reason for
removal
Action
taken
Final
disposition
0044 FL 12/29/76 External doubler NDT & lepau Re nstalled
delaminat-
0049 rS 4113177 Spar eXtOlIdIM11 NDT Repan m
corrosion process
OOHR N7 11 /22`10 Mai 11 NDT & lepan RoInstalled
damage
0089 NZ 11 /22/76 Maintenance NDT & repan Reinstalled
damage
009 PI 3/30/17 Upper ski  i NDT Repair in
blister process
0108 VP 11/17/76 Mamtendnu1! NUT & repw , Relnstalicil
damdge
p ^c %
aRI
AI, UA lY
pWit (A Ll
is
i
fi
8
z
0
b
W
t
I
m
Q
•
uI.IGINAI, pffil I^
oH' puc)It ^,UALiIY
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Figure 8. -- Trailing Edge Damage - SIN 0108
i ,yurc: 9. - Leac/;rjy Edge Spur ^.,.,,,,,yL
	 3 , v 00u„
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TASK 11 - ALL COMPOSITE? SPOILER
The initial introduction of tho :ill-coniplisite spoiler into flight .t i ,, occurred on
December Iii, 147-5, by Aloha Airlines tref. 1). Subse4uent installations of two
assemblies Mach were made by National Airways t NZ), Lufthan-a, Piedmont, and
Frontier Airlines On August 6, 1476, Aloha Airlines reported a lower surface skin
delarnination on spoiler S-N 0:1061fip. 10)follow:ng a routine overnight inspection. No
structural failure reports were filed prior to the routine inspection and suhseyuent
removal 1'rorn service. A similar examination of spoiler S I N 0307 showed sin ► ilar, though
It-mot severe, evidence of deianunation and strain. A precautionary examination by the
remaining operators was conducted, and all teniaming :spoilers were removed from
service to preclude a , .y potential risks for the operators. All units have been returned to
Boeing pending, a d, cision on disposition.
Chemical sinalysis of skin san ► ples removed from spoiler S/N 0306 have confirmed that
the principal contaminants rc, phosphate esters which are principal ingredients in
Skydrol 501). Additional evaluation steps are heing iavestigated.
The service history of those all-composite spoilers deployed on revenue aircraft is
documented in the "Flight Experience" :-ction.
GROUND-BASED ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICE
Material property specimens were removed from the ground-based environmental
exposure program following the third year of exposure. The specimens were returned
from the various sites to NASA-Langley for laboratory eaaluation. The reduced
moisture absorption data has been plotted in figure 11, which also contains the first
year data and the "NASA-only" second year moisture data. Current prugrain plans call
for a retrieval schedule at the completion of 1, 3. 5, 7 and 10 years of exposure.
The plotted data continued to exhibit a stabilizing trend, with an increasing scatter
within the averages. The tabulated moisture data in pre y a nted in tables 4. W, and I I
Plots of strength retention similar to those that appeared in references i 1 1 and i2i are
shown in tiguren 12, 13, and 14, The data for the strength retention plots is also
included in tables 4, 10, and I I
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Figure 10. — Lower Sur/dGe Velumindtion -Aloha Spoiler S, N 0306
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Figure 11.	 Moisture Pickup hi Exposer/ Epoxy-Matrix Lalmwites
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Table 9. Results of GrounrJAise d Environmontd/ Exposure on Gr.ephite Epox y
Mcchdn ►c•al Property Test Specimens -- Short-f,wri lnterhoninar Shear Tests
Aver dye Aver aqr
failure weIghl
Iratrlr-t y N UMber u! stress rhanyl
Expusure Exposure llaterldl sGeclmens
time.	 i t lo( ,111011 syslam MN.i ksr qrdms "'v
01baselmeI LAC x300!6209 5 11 112
3 LdRC I3W/6209 3 IH 11.3 100039 40.51
3 HJwaU T300/5209 3 81 11.8 +0 (X146 -0.60
3 New Zealand T300/5209 3 1/ 11.2 +0.0046 061
J Germany T300 5209 3 87 11 9 #00039 • 0 53
3 California 1 300-6209 2 79 11	 5 -0 u040 -054
3 L d R C' 1 300!5?O<1 3 11 11	 1 -00034 •041
Ipalnted
^pecimensl
3 8rd/11 33(0'6209 (UndVdrl)
0 (hdsehne) LAC 1300!2544 4 81 11.7
3 1. dRC T300/2544 3 6/ 9.7 -00081 } 1.3a
3 Hawaii T300/2544 3 77 11.1 0.0183 7.67
3 New Zealand T 300/2544 3 Fri 9.3 10 01 1 1 1 HO
3 Germdn / 1300,154-1 3 59 8 6 # 000/8 1 3H
3 California 1300/2544 3 66 9.6 400069 1.23
3 LdRC' 1300,12544 3 68 9 9 0.0090 1 36
(lralnted
,pecimens)
3 Hrdril 1300;2544 lunavail)
0 (haselure) LAC AS/3501 5 81 12.6
3 l Ac AS/3501 3 91 13.2 1 0.004h -0.18
3 Hawaii AS/3501 3 81 11,8 +0.0298 5.08
I	 3 New Zealand AS/3501 3 76 11.0 0.0084 r 1 43
3 Germdrry AS/3501 3 89 12.9 • 0.0048 10.86
3 CahfornId AS/3501 3 811 12.4 ,0.GJ50 0.91
3 LaRC' AS/3501 3 811 12.3 •0.0031 0,60
(painted
specimens
3 fir.ral AS/3501 (UI1dVdll)
'Painted specirnens were fully coated with d polyurethane based endmel over a calcium chromate
primer prior to exposure at the Langley site.
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T.rble 10.	 Res:dts oI Grt;uru l-8.)ser1 Etwirunmerrt.il Exposure or►
 Grapnerr' Ep(tx y
M.,-Owint, ii Property Test Specimens Flexurcd Lest;
Graphite
I
Average failum Average flexure Aver,eye weight
epoxy 1VUrnber stress modulus change
Exposure Exposure of
` MPa ksr
-
GPa psi ,pains ". btrme, yr location system specimer.ti
Ix	 106)
U (be selineI LaRC 1;300 5209 5 1529 '21 8 103.0 15.05 -
3 LAC 1300/5209 3 1638 137.5 104.5 1515 • 0.0052 •0.24
3 Hawa 1 1300 5209 3 1387 201.1 103.5 15.01 0.0049 +0.2'1
3 New Zealand 1300/5209 3 1349 195.6 108.9 1 b 80 '0.0080 ^ O 38
3 Germany 1300/5209 3 1592 230.9 103.8 15.05 0.0056 0.26
3 California 1300/5209 3 1644 238.1 (	 104.7 1519 0.0045 X0.2?
3 LaRCc /300/5201 3 15111 220 3 1052 15 ?G 0 3087 n 31
(parntcd
^'pecrmens)
3 Branl 130015209 (unavail)
O(base' LaRC 1-300/2544 5 1,162 212.0 106.2 1541
3 L.aRC 1300/2544 3 1581 229.3 103.8 15.05 -0.0017 0.26
3 Hawaii 1-300/2544 3 1584 229.7 102.3 1484 -0.01 14 0.26
3 New Zealand T300/2544 3 14)5 208.2 101.1 14 67 1 0.0053 10.S,i
3 Germany 1300/2644 3 1638 237.6 104.8 15.20 0.0088 1081
3 California 1300/2544 3 1691 245.2 107.4 15.58 0.0019 10 25
3 L.aRCc 1300/2544 3 1633 236.9 105.1 1525 1 0.0153 '1.08
(painted
specimens)
3 Brazil 1300,,2544 (unavail) - --
0(haseline) LaRC AS/3501 5 1449 210.1 94.' 13.73
3 LaRC AS/3501 3 1757 254.8 98.9 14.35 +0.0036 10.53
3 Hawaii AS/3501 3 1635 237.1 95.1 13,79 1 0.002E +0.4/
3 New Zealand AS/3501 3 1465 212.5 98.3 14.25 4 0.0093 +0.83
3 Germany AS/3501 3 1715 248.8 953 13.82 10.0056 +0.6"4
3 California AS/3501 3 1696 246.0 97.3 14.11 10.0057 10.64
3 LaRCC AS/3501 3 1770 256.7 101.8 14.77 0.UG77 +0.66
(painted
specimens)
3 Hra/il AS.'3501 (unavail) -
iI Flexure specimens were fabricated from lammat^ ..
	 ply orientations ideot+c ! to spoiler skin
or. -itation. Specimen length is oriented in the 900 direction of the laminate.
°Corrected to ; nrtial fully dry weight.
cP nted specimens were fully coato- vith a polyurethane based enamel over a calcium chromate
primer prior to exposure at the Langley site.
(RIG U^ l' «U
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T,NNe I I. Results of GrounclA).secl Environmental Exposure on Grgthite•Ehuxy
Mechamca/ Property Test Specimens - Conrpressioer a rusts
Average Average
Giapi	 , failure weight
e110^; Number stress change
Exposuo+ Exposure material of
tune, yr location system Specimens MPd ksi grams u
0 lba'ielinel I JRC T300!5209 3 712 103 2
3 LAC 7300.'5209 3 658 101.2	 1 +0.0640 40.80
3 Hawaii T300/5209 3 560 81.2 0.0735 +0.93
3 ^few Zealdnrl T300!5209 3 674 97.8 +0.0945 41.16
3 Germany T300,'5209 3 688 99,8 400498 10.6?
3 C,-Aor	 a T300/5209 3 654 94.0 +0 0846 +1.04
3 1 aRC" T 3001, 5209 3 662 96 0 +0.0531 10.65
!painted
specimen)
3 8razll 7300,5209 (unavarl) _,
0 (bescln,ri 1 aRC T300/25,14 4 1029 149 2
3 1 d R C 9012544 3 955 138.5 -0.0985 41 39
3 Hawau 1300.'2544 3 812 117.7 4 0.OU64 4138
3 New Zealan,i 7300/2544 3 860 124.8 4 0.1139 41.63
3 Germany T300/2544 3 985 142.8 40.0639 +0.91
3 California 7300/2544 2 1046 151.7 40.1014 41.50
3 1 dRC" T300/2544 3 926 134.3 00865 +1.20
painted
pecimens)
3 Brazil T300/2544 Iunavarll
0 Masel	 e) LaRC AS/3501 5 1101 160.5 -
3 1 aA:: ASS 3501 3 1003 1455 -00583 0.89
3 Hawaii AS/3501 3 998 144.8 4 0 0607 40 94
3 New Zealand AS/3501 3 953 138.2 4 0.0741 +1.10
3 Germany AS/3b01 3 1080 156.6 +0.0464 40.70
3 California AS/3501 3 1045 151.5 1 0.0779 +1.19
3 1 dRC 1) AS/3501 3 1068 154.9 0.0570 40.87
I>ainted
,pecimens)
3 Brazil AS/3501 lunavail) -
aCompres,ron specimens were fabricated from laminates with ply orientations i dentical to spoiler skin
ply orientation Specimen length is oriented in the 90 di ection of the skin laminate.
"Painted specir-ens were fully coated with a polyurethane based enamel over a calcium chromate primer
prior to exposure at the Lanctley site.
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